2018 Review Letter from the CEO.
Greetings,
The past year has been an active one for our organization. We have had the
privilege to experience monumental growth in each of our departments. The
collective efforts of our team members have given us these milestones which
we achieved in 2018:
●

We successfully established partnerships with seven organizations
globally.

●

We successfully completed 10 monthly service projects within the
Liberian disabled community.

●

We renovated 1 classroom at a deaf school in Liberia.

●

We successfully created 270 hygiene packages that were given out
to disabled men, women, and children on World Health Day 2018.

●

We executed 2 hygiene and sex education programs at 2 deaf
schools in Liberia.

●

We successfully partnered with the first Paralympic athlete in
Liberia.

●

We successfully created a weekly radio program about disabilities
(Williette Speaks) on ELWA radio station that airs in all 15 counties of
Liberia. Guinea, Sierra Leona, and Ivory Coast.

●

We successfully solidify a partnership with a UK based organization
to provide child amputees school aid and prosthesis assistance.

●

We successfully partnered with a Liberian art organization to create
a 1-month writing club at a deaf school to enhance students writing
skills, vocabulary, and reading compression.

●

We successfully executed a hygiene project at a disabled elementary
school in Liberia along with 23 fellowship students from historically
black colleges and universities from different states within
American.

As you can see, we believe wholeheartedly in operating our organization as
effectively and efficiently as possible. We have provided numerous services to
the Liberian disabled community which has given us the platform to create
authentic relationships with individuals and businesses that are passionate
about disabilities.
We could not operate without financial support; support that is critical in order
for us to carry out our monthly projects. In 2018, we received global support
because of our transparency and accountability as an organization.
As we continue our journey in 2019 if you are not involved, I ask that you
consider serving along with us. If you're not able to take advantage of our
volunteer opportunities in Liberia you can support us with your monetary gift.
Your contribution will provide us with the resources we need as we continue
our work within local disabled schools and communities.
We believe we will see generational change as we move forward yearly. We
understand growth along with development is key; patience accompanied with
consistency is the need.
Sincerely,
Rita Stryker
CEO, Williette Safehouse

